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 Claims

 JNC have delivered over 500 million in 
licensing cost savings and non-compliancy 
avoidance to our customers 

 Savings delivered have ranged from 500 
thousand to well in excess of 100 million in 
any given case

 Our customers range in size from 1000 to 
100,000 employees and revenues ranging from 
100 million to 75 billion

 We have served large government and public 
sector organisations, as well as major global 
enterprise scale organisations. 

 Our clients include some of SAP’s biggest 
global customers

Headquartered in Brussels Belgium, JNC are a specialist SAP 

licensing and compliancy consultancy with a global client base. 

We pride ourselves on delivering true business value, quantifiable 

results and outstanding return on investment.

Our team consists of SAP contract and commercial specialists, 

SAP licensing and audit specialists and SAP technical experts, 

all with proven backgrounds in leading international auditing and 

software firms including the Big 4 and SAP. 

We have a proven track record of delivering significant commercial 

results to some of the most reputable global businesses. We 

strive to deliver our service with a personal approach and deliver 

results with a level of accuracy and precision that other SAM 

service and IT auditing firms simply can’t match. 

JNC. Your partner of choice for SAP 
licensing and compliancy.



 About JNC

SAP Licensing costs account for a large proportion of a company’s IT budget. As SAP licensing 
models are not always straightforward organisations face numerous challenges in controlling costs 
and maintaining a compliant licensing position. When non-compliancy occurs, the licensing tariff is 
typically charged at full list price often with back-dated maintenance thrown in for good measure. This 
can result in significant unexpected and unbudgeted cost.

JNC help organisations of all sizes tackle the risks of non-compliancy. We provide solutions to support 
customers with SAP Licensing Compliancy, License Optimisation and Vendor Audit Readiness. Our 
three main areas of expertise are SAP License Management, Security & Authorisations and GRC. 

 Our Expertise

 SAP License Management Consulting

JNC Provide end-to-end full lifecycle SAP licensing and 
compliancy solutions

Vendor Audit Readiness 
Vendor Audit Readiness is about sustainable processes and having the documentation and evidence 
sufficient to demonstrate a compliant licensing position at any time. JNC SAP License Management 
solutions involve implementing effective management frameworks for SAP contract, entitlement 
and license management and the provision of internal competency development. JNC review your 
performance against industry best-practice and road map to achieve Vendor Audit Readiness.

Managed Services
Managing licensing and compliancy is a continuous effort. JNC managed services allow you to 
outsource key management activities to JNC’s team of expert consultants. We tailor our managed 
services to your specific needs. Once you have worked with JNC you will know that your licensing 
and compliancy couldn’t be in safer hands. Managed services can also include GRC. 

JNC SAP License Audit Simulation  
JNC’s core services are underpinned by our SAP License Audit Simulation process, which replicates 
SAP’s own audit methodology. By accurately measuring named-user and package license usage 
versus your contractual entitlement our license audit gives you a clear view of your as-is licensing 
and compliancy position across the entire enterprise. Real value is achieved by discovering and 
delivering your optimal licensing positon.

Enterprise Licensing Strategy
JNC can help companies determine their most 
cost-effective contract and licensing model 
based on their organisation structure with 
significant potential cost benefits. This can be 
in light of business change such as mergers 
and acquisitions or the need to consolidate 
licensing at an enterprise level. 

SAM Tools for SAP
JNC can assist with the evaluation, selection 
and implementation of SAM tools. Whilst 
they shouldn’t be relied on exclusively for 
compliancy SAM tools can complement effective 
management processes and augment critical 
license management activities.

SAP Security and Authorisation
JNC are experts in designing and implementing 
complex global scale SAP Security and 
Authorisations concepts that facilitate 
productivity and minimising risk. Named-user 
licensing is determined primarily by what 
users can do in the SAP system as opposed to 
what they have done. A correctly implemented 
role design and SAP authorisations concept 
will inform your licensing needs. Similarly, 
optimisation requires the implementation 
appropriate controls to limit users to the access 
and permissions appropriate to their role.

SAP GRC Solutions
In today’s unstable markets there are stringent 
rules and regulations in place to control 
corporate responsibility and accountability. Our 
SAP GRC solutions help businesses control and 
monitor processes to reduce the risk of fraud, 
error and negligence. JNC’s GRC services 
include GRC analysis and review, upgrade, 
new implementations, enhancements, custom 
rule-set design and GRC policy and procedure 
framework design. We have excellent case 
studies for successful implementations in to 
large public and private sector organisations. 

SAP License Audit Preparation
If you have concerns over non-compliancy or you want to know 

your potential risk position in advance of an SAP License Audit, 

our audit simulation helps you get your licensing in order before 

the audit. Our service helps you avoid non-compliancy and the 

significant associated costs, giving you more control and an 

improved negotiating position. 

SAP License Audit Defence
The complexities of SAP contracts and licensing models often 

leave companies struggling to determine an effective response 

to non-compliancy claims. JNC’s audit defence service involves 

getting to the bottom of what you actually owe, if anything. We 

build a compelling defence case and remedial action plan to help 

you achieve the best possible commercial outcome. 

SAP License Optimisation
Deep-dive analysis to identify and deliver your optimal licensing 

position. Optimisation can reduce annual maintenance costs 

Surplus assets can be frozen, traded or disposed of depending 

on your SAP roadmap and business strategy. Optimisation is 

realised by negotiating with SAP and dependant on your audit 

cycle or contract renewal. Your new optimised position is ratified 

by re-assigning licenses and re-configuring authorisation to 

reflect the license re-assigned to each user.

Speak to us about our proof of concept exercise 

to discover if your company could benefit

 Licensing is fundamentally 
based on what users can 
do in the SAP system

 LAW is not an intelligent 
auditing tool

 LAW doesn’t interrogate 
your authorisations

 SAP can reject usage data 
for the purpose of license 
auditing

 LAW can double count 
users and you won’t know 

 Engine metrics and prices 
are changed frequently

 LAW might be measuring 
metrics differently to your 
contract 

 JNC SAP License Auditing Services

Optimise your SAP licensing performance with JNCwww.jncconsultancy.com

“JNC have significant knowledge 
regarding the SAP licensing process. 
We were able to avoid approximately 
$3 million in unplanned license costs 
for our company.” 

Unlock your full 
licensing potential

Contract & Entitlement Reviews 
are available as a standalone service to advise, 
review risk or to resolve complex contract and 
entitlement issues.

Indirect Access is a new licensing risk that 
can be addressed independently or as part of our 
license auditing services. 
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